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Does subtraction scintigraphy improve the diagnostic utility of
scintigraphic evaluation in acute lower gastrointestinal hemor-
rhage? Methods: This research was a retrospective clinical
study using a repeat-measures design of randomized control
and experimental groups. A single patient dataset provided both
the control group (conventional scintigraphy) and the experimen-
tal group (conventional and subtraction techniques). Forty-nine
raw 99mTc-red blood cell studies were randomized and inter-
preted by 4 independent physicians as conventional scintigraphy
data only (round 1). The conventional scintigraphy studies were
combined with subtraction images and randomized for reinter-
pretation (round 2). Results: Although there was a decrease in
the mean, no statistically significant difference was noted be-
tween the mean time to bleed detection between interpretive
rounds 1 and 2 (P 5 0.524). The addition of subtraction scintigra-
phy to the interpretation process changed the outcome from
‘‘probably present’’ to ‘‘absent’’ for 14% of patients and from
‘‘equivocal’’ to ‘‘absent’’ for another 12%, and this change had
a marked effect on the false-positive rate. The false-positive
rate decreased from 9.6% in round 1 to 3.6% in round 2. Re-
ceiver operator characteristic analysis showed that combining
conventional scintigraphy with subtraction scintigraphy im-
proved test performance. Conclusion: False-positive studies
can be reduced by using subtraction scintigraphy in conjunction
with conventional scintigraphy in the interpretive process.
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Subtraction techniques have been used in nuclear medi-
cine to improve image contrast in 99mTc-red blood cell
scintigraphic evaluation of acute lower gastrointestinal hem-
orrhage (1,2). We recently performed phantom experiments
to compare the performance of a variety of subtraction

techniques in lower gastrointestinal hemorrhage (3). Under
ideal conditions in a phantom, reference subtraction scintig-
raphy, in which the first frame acquired is used to represent
a background image and is subsequently subtracted from
each individual image (3), was superior to other subtraction
techniques, comparable to conventional scintigraphy in uni-
form background areas, and superior to conventional scin-
tigraphy when a bleed was superimposed on a small vascular
structure. Alternate sequential subtraction performed better
than sequential subtraction, as reported previously (4–6).
Although the phantom experimentation indicated a role for
both reference subtraction and alternate sequential sub-
traction as an adjunct to conventional scintigraphy in the
evaluation of acute lower gastrointestinal hemorrhage, an
evaluation of the diagnostic efficacy of these subtraction
techniques in a clinical population was warranted.

The research question to be answered was, Does ref-
erence subtraction scintigraphy or alternate sequential
subtraction scintigraphy provide earlier detection, more
accurate localization, greater diagnostic utility, and greater
clinician confidence than conventional scintigraphic imag-
ing alone in acute lower gastrointestinal hemorrhage?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design
This investigation was a retrospective clinical study using a

repeat-measures design of randomized control and experimental
groups. This design allowed evaluation of the response variables
by manipulating the explanatory variables within each patient
dataset; thus, a single patient dataset provided both the control
group (conventional processing) and the experimental group (con-
ventional, reference subtraction, and alternate sequential subtrac-
tion processing). The major disadvantage associated with this
design is in observer interpretation, for which the order or se-
quence of observations may confound the results. Consequently,
all datasets for interpretation were randomized before observer
interpretation.

This investigation was approved by the Ethics in Human
Research Committee of Charles Sturt University.

Data Acquisition
A total of 46 patients were included in the sample, 4 of whom

had undergone 2 separate lower gastrointestinal hemorrhage
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scintigraphy procedures, for a total of 50 studies. One patient
study was excluded because of data corruption, leaving 49 cases.
All data were acquired on a Prism g-camera (Philips) using an
Odyssey computer (Philips). Acquisition parameters for all data-
sets included a 128 · 128 matrix and a 60-s-per-frame continuous
dynamic acquisition. Although the standard protocol was to
acquire data until 60 min after intravenous administration of the
99mTc-red blood cells, an early detection of a bleed site justified
earlier termination of data acquisition for some patients. Early
termination of the acquisition (before 60 min) occurred in 55.1%
(27/49) of studies. The mean total acquisition time was 49.1 min
(95% CI, 45.5–52.6 min), with a range of 26–60 min. A rapid 3-s
angiographic-phase dynamic acquisition preceded the 60-s dy-
namic acquisition in 87.8% (43/49) of studies. Studies were gen-
erally performed using an in vitro 99mTc-red blood cell label
prepared through a commercially available kit; however, the ret-
rospective and masked data without accompanying history and
reports made confirmation of the labeling procedure for individual
patients impossible. The modified in vitro method (‘‘in vivtro’’)
would be the alternative method of choice.

Data Processing
The 49 raw patient datasets were displayed conventionally

without using subtraction (conventional scintigraphy), using ref-
erence subtraction, and using alternate sequential subtraction.
Subtraction techniques have previously been described in phantom
analysis (3). Studies were randomized and interpreted as conven-
tional scintigraphy data only in the first instance by 4 independent
physicians. The conventional, reference subtraction, and alternate
sequential subtraction studies were subsequently combined and
randomized for reinterpretation. Although studies were random-
ized within each of the 2 pools of data outlined above, conven-
tional scintigraphy studies were reported before the combined
conventional scintigraphy and subtraction data to remove possible
bias. The nature of the study and the interpretation process might
have allowed remembered subtraction information to aid in the
interpretation of conventional scintigraphy studies if the order had
been reversed and if unique interpretation dilemmas had triggered
that memory.

For each set of initial conventional-scintigraphy patient files,
the interpreting physicians reported the presence or absence of a
bleed, the frame number on which the bleed was first identified,
the site of the bleed, the confidence with which the bleed was
detected, and the confidence with which the location was deter-
mined. The presence or absence of a bleed was rated using the
following 5-point scale to facilitate receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) analysis: ‘‘definitely present,’’ ‘‘probably present,’’ ‘‘equiv-
ocal,’’ ‘‘probably absent,’’ or ‘‘definitely absent.’’ The bleed site
was localized using the following 10 segments: upper gastroin-
testinal tract, small bowel, cecum, ascending colon, hepatic flex-
ure, transverse colon, splenic flexure, descending colon, sigmoid
colon, and rectum. The confidence with which the interpreters
believed that their localization was sufficiently accurate to guide
intervention was requested on an open scale from 100% to 0%. In
addition to reporting data for the lone conventional-scintigraphy
studies, the interpreting physicians rated the relative importance or
contribution of each processing method (conventional, reference
subtraction, and alternate sequential subtraction) to the detection,
the localization, and the interpretation confidence. The percentage
contributions of the 3 parameters needed to total to 100%.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical significance was calculated using x2 analysis for

nominal data and the Student t test for continuous data. The
Pearson x2 test was used for categoric data with a normal dis-
tribution, and the G2 likelihood ratio x2 test was used for categoric
data without a normal distribution. F test ANOVAs were used to
determine statistically significant differences within grouped data.
A P value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Differences between independent means and proportions were
calculated with a 95% confidence interval (CI). ROC analysis was
performed using JROCFIT software, version 1.0.2, which was
developed by Dr. John Eng at Johns Hopkins University. Inter-
observer correlation was evaluated with x2 analysis, and inter-
observer reliability was measured using Cohen’s k-coefficient. The
matched-pairs t test was used to assess agreement between pairs.

RESULTS

The mean age of the study population was 68.9 y (95%
CI, 64.0–73.9 y), with a range of 18.8–92.8 y and a median
of 71.8 y. Women represented 61.2% (30/49) of the study
population, and men 38.8% (19/49), although no statisti-
cally significant variation in sex distributions was noted (P 5

0.11). No statistically significant difference in mean age was
noted between the sexes (P 5 0.50).

Just 7 studies (14.3%) were positive for gastrointestinal
tract bleeding as determined by the post hoc consensus of
an expert panel. The retrospective and masked nature of the
data collection prevented use of other gold standards. The
remaining 42 patient studies were not actively bleeding at
detectable rates during the data acquisition. The mean age
of the positively bleeding patients was 79.2 y, with a range
of 69.1–84.4 y. A statistically significant increase was dem-
onstrated between the mean age of patients with positive
studies and the mean age of the study population (P 5

0.024). Men represented 42.9% of positive studies, and
women represented 57.1% of positive studies; these values
were not significantly different from the sex distribution of
patients in the study population (P 5 0.827).

Interobserver Agreement

A statistically significant variation in the confidence of
diagnosis (definitely present, probably present, equivocal,
probably absent, or definitely absent) was noted between
observers in interpretive rounds 1 and 2 (each, P , 0.001)
(Table 1). A statistically significant variation in diagnostic
outcome (true-positive, false-positive, false-negative, or true-
negative) was noted between observers (P 5 0.016) (Table 2).

Detection Confidence

Twenty-two (11.2%) of 196 studies were reported as
‘‘definitely present’’ for lower gastrointestinal hemorrhage
in interpretive round 1. A further 8.2% (16/196) were
reported as ‘‘probably present,’’ 3.1% (6/196) as ‘‘equivo-
cal,’’ 27.0% (53/196) as ‘‘probably absent,’’ and 50.5% (99/
196) as ‘‘definitely absent.’’ Only 14.3% of studies (28/196)
were actually positive for an active bleed. Detection con-
fidence improved during interpretive round 2, with a de-
crease in false-positive studies, the elimination of equivocal
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studies, and an increase in negative studies reported as
‘‘definitely absent’’ to 59.7% (117/196). A further 10.7%
(21/196) were reported as ‘‘definitely present,’’ 5.1% (10/
196) as ‘‘probably present,’’ and 24.5% (48/196) as ‘‘prob-
ably absent.’’ A statistically significant variation was noted
between interpretive rounds 1 and 2 (P , 0.001) (Table 3).

Detection Time

Although there was a decrease in the mean time to bleed
detection between interpretive rounds 1 (6.0 min, with a
95% CI of 4.4–7.6 min) and 2 (5.5 min, with a 95% CI
of 3.7–7.3 min), no statistically significant difference was
noted between the means (P 5 0.524). This finding was
supported by the overlap in 95% CIs and the matched-pairs
t test (P 5 0.190).

Localization Confidence

Although there was an increase in mean localization con-
fidence between interpretive rounds 1 (72.1%, with a 95%
CI of 64.1%–80.1%) and 2 (75.2, with a 95% CI of 66.7%–
83.7%), the difference was not statistically significant (P 5

0.440). This finding was supported by the overlap in 95%
CIs. The matched-pairs t test, however, indicated a statis-
tically significant difference between matched pairs (P 5

0.029). This discordance is possibly explained by the re-
moval of 10 false-positive findings from the analysis (i.e.,
no matched pair in round 2). As a result, mean observer

confidence increased to 74.1% and 79.5% for interpretive
rounds 1 and 2, respectively, resulting in a mean improve-
ment in confidence of 5.3% in round 2. The significance of
this observation is further supported by the 95% CI of the
mean difference (0.6%–10.1%), not including zero.

Contribution to Detection

Statistically significant differences were noted in the
degree to which each of the 3 processing methods contrib-
uted to bleed detection (all, P , 0.001) (Table 4). The mean
contribution of reference subtraction to bleed detection was
significantly lower for a detection confidence of ‘‘definitely
absent’’ (1.5%) than for ‘‘definitely present’’ (9.5%; P ,

0.001) or ‘‘probably present’’ (8.3%; P 5 0.011). Conversely,
the mean contribution of alternate sequential subtraction was
significantly higher for a detection confidence of ‘‘definitely
absent’’ (14.3%) than for ‘‘definitely present’’ (4.0%; P ,

0.012) or ‘‘probably present’’ (2.8%; P 5 0.045).
The mean contribution of reference subtraction to bleed

detection was significantly higher for true-positive studies
(11.1%) than for false-positive (2.9%; P 5 0.010) or true-
negative (1.7%; P , 0.001) studies. The degree to which
reference subtraction contributed to bleed detection dif-
fered significantly between true-positive studies (11.1%)
and false-negative studies (0%; P 5 0.042). The mean
contribution of alternate sequential subtraction to bleed
detection was significantly higher for true-negative studies
(14.5%) than for false-positive (1.4%; P 5 0.042) or true-
positive (4.6%; P 5 0.010) studies.

Contribution to Localization

Statistically significant differences were noted in the de-
gree to which each of the 3 processing methods contributed
to bleed localization (Table 5). No statistically significant
relationships were found in the degree to which any of the 3
methods contributed to bleed localization with respect to
bleed confidence or diagnostic outcome.

Contribution to Interpretive Confidence

Statistically significant differences were noted in the de-
gree to which each of the 3 processing methods contributed
to interpretive confidence (all, P , 0.001) (Table 6). The
mean contribution of conventional scintigraphy to interpre-
tive confidence was significantly lower for a detection

TABLE 1
Diagnostic Outcomes for 4 Interpreting Physicians for Each of 2 Interpretive Rounds

Processing method Outcome Observer 1 Observer 2 Observer 3 Observer 4

Conventional alone False-positive 0% (0) 23.8% (10) 7.1% (3) 11.9% (5)

False-negative 14.3% (1) 14.3% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0)

True-positive 85.7% (6) 85.7% (6) 100% (7) 100% (7)
True-negative 100% (42) 76.2% (32) 92.9% (39) 88.1% (37)

All 3 methods False-positive 0% (0) 14.3% (6) 0% (0) 2.4% (1)

False-negative 14.3% (1) 14.3% (1) 14.3% (1) 0% (0)

True-positive 85.7% (6) 85.7% (6) 85.7% (6) 100% (7)
True-negative 100% (42) 85.7% (36) 100% (42) 97.6% (41)

TABLE 2
Interobserver Agreement and Agreement with Actual
Diagnostic Outcome for Interpretive Rounds 1 and 2

Observer

Versus

observer

Conventional

method alone

All 3 processing

methods

R2 k R2 k

One Two 0.437 — 0.512 —

Three 0.578 — 1.0 —

Four 0.512 — 0.793 —

Two Three 0.439 0.436 0.512 —

Four 0.441 0.367 0.800 0.574

Three Four 0.632 0.673 0.793 —

Cohen’s k-coefficient could not be calculated when no false-

positives and false-negatives existed for an observer.
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confidence of ‘‘probably absent’’ (75.2%) than for ‘‘defi-
nitely present’’ (87.9%; P 5 0.015) or ‘‘definitely absent’’
(84.8%; P 5 0.015). The mean contribution of reference
subtraction was significantly lower for a detection confi-
dence of ‘‘definitely absent’’ (2.6%) than for ‘‘definitely
present’’ (9.8%; P , 0.001), ‘‘probably present’’ (10.0%; P ,

0.001), or ‘‘probably absent’’ (9.0%; P , 0.001).
Conversely, the mean contribution of alternate sequential

subtraction to interpretive confidence was significantly
higher for detection confidences of ‘‘definitely absent’’ and
‘‘probably absent,’’ accounting for deficiencies highlighted
in reference subtraction and conventional scintigraphy,
respectively. The contribution was significantly higher for
‘‘definitely absent’’ (12.7%) than for ‘‘definitely present’’
(2.4%; P 5 0.005) or ‘‘probably present’’ (3.0%; P 5 0.050),
and the contribution was significantly higher for ‘‘probably
absent’’ (15.8%) than for ‘‘definitely present’’ (2.4%; P 5

0.003) or ‘‘probably present’’ (3.0%; P 5 0.026).
The mean contribution of reference subtraction to inter-

pretive confidence was significantly higher for the diagnostic
outcome of true-positive studies (12.2%) than for true-
negative (3.9%; P , 0.001), false-positive (1.4%; P 5

0.002), or false-negative (0.0%; P 5 0.039) studies. The
mean contribution of alternate sequential subtraction was
significantly higher for true-negative studies (13.5%) than
for true-positive (3.2%; P 5 0.002) or false-positive (1.4%;
P 5 0.043) studies.

ROC Analysis

Combining conventional scintigraphy, reference subtrac-
tion scintigraphy, and alternate sequential subtraction scin-

tigraphy improved test performance from 0.933 to 0.936,
although there was only a subtle difference in the overall
area under the curve in favor of this combination. In the
combined data, the accuracy of conventional scintigraphy
alone was 89.8%, whereas the accuracy of the combined
methods was 95.4% (P 5 0.017). ROC analysis was also
performed for scan evidence for each individual display
method (Table 7). Although reference subtraction demon-
strated fewer false-positive studies than conventional
scintigraphy, each false-positive in reference subtraction
corresponded to greater certainty in observer confidence,
which reduced the area under the ROC curve.

DISCUSSION

The variable interobserver agreement found in this
investigation was not thought to be a threat to its statistical
power. In fact, the implications strengthen the external
validity of the results. The lack of interobserver agreement
reflects the lack of consistency in the interpretive confi-
dence and capability of physicians—a product of both their
variable expertise and the variable frequency with which
they perform the procedure. This assertion is further sup-
ported by the Australian Industry Survey, which indicated
that fewer than 40% of departments use procedures con-
sistent with the minimum recommendations of the profes-
sional body (7). Furthermore, interpreting the variations in
interobserver agreement offers little insight into the ab-
sence of an industry-recognized gold standard. What these
results do offer is insight into the difficulties of evaluating
scintigraphic studies of patients with acute hemorrhaging of

TABLE 3
Contingency Analysis of Confidence of Bleed Detection (or Absence) Between Interpretive Rounds 1 and 2

Conventional

method alone

All 3 processing methods

Definitely present Probably present Equivocal Probably absent Definitely absent

Definitely present 20 (10.2) 2 (1.0) 0 0 0

Probably present 1 (0.5) 8 (4.1) 0 4 (2.0) 3 (1.5)
Equivocal 0 0 0 3 (1.5) 3 (1.5)

Probably absent 0 0 0 22 (11.2) 31 (15.8)

Definitely absent 0 0 0 19 (9.7) 80 (40.8)

Contribution of subtraction scintigraphy is illustrated (boxed data) by change in diagnosis from positive to negative.

TABLE 4
Contribution of Each Processing Method to Bleed Detection

Processing method n

Mean

contribution (%)

95% CI of

mean (%)

P against

conventional

P against reference

subtraction

P against alternate

sequential subtraction

Conventional 116 84.8 81.3–88.3 ,0.001 ,0.001

Reference subtraction 116 3.6 2.1–5.1 ,0.001 ,0.001
Alternate sequential subtraction 116 11.6 8.5–14.7 ,0.001 ,0.001

Statistically significant differences between means are supported by lack of overlap of 95% CIs.
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the lower gastrointestinal tract. The results thus validate
efforts to improve interpretive power and confidence.

The interobserver differences extend to the relative de-
gree to which the 3 processing methods contributed to de-
tection, localization, and interpretive confidence. At one
end of the spectrum, observer 1 attributed 100% of judg-
ment and decision making to conventional scintigraphy.
Further investigation revealed that the ratings reflected a
combination of the extensive expertise of this observer in
lower gastrointestinal hemorrhage scintigraphy and the
feeling of the observer that subtraction data were more
confusing than helpful. At the other end of the spectrum,
observer 3 reported that reference subtraction contributed
greatly to bleed localization and that alternate sequential
subtraction contributed greatly to both bleed detection and
interpretive confidence. This finding was reflected in the
elimination of all false-positive results for this observer in
interpretive round 2.

Subtraction scintigraphy interpreted in conjunction with
conventional scintigraphy significantly affected diagnostic
outcomes and detection confidence. Specifically, the addi-
tion of subtraction scintigraphy to the interpretation process
changed the outcome from ‘‘probably present’’ to ‘‘absent’’
for 14% of patients and from ‘‘equivocal’’ to ‘‘absent’’ for
another 12%, markedly affecting the false-positive rate
(Fig. 1). This change is important not only from the per-
spective of reduced false-positive findings from 9.6% to
3.6% (unnecessary angiograms) but also because it may
allow more accurate guidance of surgical intervention.

Although there was a decrease in the mean, no statisti-
cally significant difference was noted between the mean
time to bleed detection between interpretive rounds 1 and 2

(P 5 0.524). The lack of improved time to detection in
interpretive round 2 might represent a limitation of the
subtraction techniques used. The mean time to detection
was low, indicating that studies in this population tended to
be positive early. Consequently, the first subtraction frame
may represent an interval equal to (frame 3 or later) or later
than (frames 1 and 2) the conventional dataset. We were,
however, somewhat surprised to observe no statistically
significant difference between the time to detection for
true-positive and false-positive studies. This finding per-
haps highlights the difficulties in imaging the abdomen
with 99mTc-red blood cells; the causes of false-positive
findings are prominent and convincing early on.

Unfortunately, there were instances in which negative
studies were confounded by the reference subtraction find-
ings. Four of 16 false-positives were determined by obser-
vers to have supporting evidence of a bleed on reference
subtraction scintigraphy, although in all cases, alternate
sequential subtraction supported normality. A further 4 of
25 negative studies had reference subtraction evidence of a
bleed in the absence of such evidence on either conven-
tional or alternate sequential subtraction scintigraphy. Thus,
reference subtraction introduced the potential for false-
positive findings in 19.0% (8/42) of negative studies. This
finding is not entirely surprising, given the limitation of
reference subtraction with respect to the wide window of
opportunity for physical (e.g., motion), radiopharmaceuti-
cal (e.g., label breakdown), or physiologic (e.g., excretion)
changes between the reference frame and later acquisition
frames. More significantly, alternate sequential subtrac-
tion never suggested that a study might be falsely positive
(0/43).

TABLE 5
Contribution of Each Processing Method to Bleed Localization

Processing method n

Mean

contribution (%)

95% CI of

mean (%)

P against

conventional

P against reference

subtraction

P against alternate

sequential subtraction

Conventional 30 87.3 81.1–93.6 ,0.001 ,0.001

Reference subtraction 30 10.0 4.2–15.8 ,0.001 0.015
Alternate sequential subtraction 30 2.7 1.1–4.2 ,0.001 0.015

Statistically significant differences between means are supported by lack of overlap of 95% CIs.

TABLE 6
Contribution of Each Processing Method to Interpretive Confidence

Processing method n

Mean

contribution (%)

95% CI

of mean (%)

P against

conventional

P against reference

subtraction

P against alternate

sequential subtraction

Conventional 158 83.8 81.0–86.6 ,0.001 ,0.001
Reference subtraction 158 5.0 3.7–6.4 ,0.001 ,0.001

Alternate sequential subtraction 158 11.2 8.7–13.7 ,0.001 ,0.001

Statistically significant differences between means are supported by lack of overlap of 95% CIs.
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For true-positive findings, subtraction scintigraphy of-
fered little in terms of improving detection (Fig. 2). Six
true-positive studies were identified as positive by all 4 ob-
servers in both interpretive round 1 and interpretive round
2. Although not improving detection, subtraction may have
improved observer confidence. Perhaps the most important
contribution of subtraction scintigraphy to bleed detection
was the elimination of an accumulation of radiotracer as a
bleeding source. Of those false-positive studies in round
1 that became true-negative studies in round 2, all 10 had
no evidence of bleeding on alternate sequential subtraction,
whereas 6 had no evidence of bleeding on reference sub-
traction. More important, 100% of false-positive findings in
interpretive round 2 had no evidence of bleeding on either
alternate sequential subtraction or reference subtraction.

That is, greater reliance on the findings of subtraction
scintigraphy, in particular alternate sequential subtraction,
would have eliminated all false-positives and false-negatives
(100% sensitivity and 100% specificity).

Reference subtraction demonstrated a significantly lower
mean contribution to bleed detection for a detection con-
fidence of ‘‘definitely absent’’ than for ‘‘definitely present’’
(P , 0.001) or ‘‘probably present’’ (P 5 0.011). Alternate
sequential subtraction, on the other hand, demonstrated a
significantly higher mean contribution to bleed detection
for a detection confidence of ‘‘definitely absent’’ than for
‘‘definitely present’’ (P , 0.012) or ‘‘probably present’’
(P 5 0.045). These results suggest that reference subtrac-
tion plays an important role in identifying positive bleeding
sites, whereas alternate sequential subtraction plays an
important role in confirming the normality of findings.

Reference subtraction also demonstrated a significantly
higher mean contribution to bleed detection for true-positive
studies than for false-positive (P 5 0.010) or true-negative
(P , 0.001) studies. Alternate sequential subtraction dem-
onstrated a significantly higher mean contribution to bleed
detection for true-negative studies than for false-positive
(P 5 0.042) or true-positive (P 5 0.010) studies. These
results further support the proposition that reference sub-
traction plays a more important role in identifying positive
bleeding sites, whereas alternate sequential subtraction
plays a more important role in confirming the normality
of findings. These relationships are noted despite the in-
clusion of observer 1 data, in which all contributions of ref-
erence subtraction and alternate sequential subtraction were
recorded as 0%.

Reference subtraction demonstrated a significantly higher
mean contribution to interpretive confidence for the

TABLE 7
ROC Data for the 3 Processing Methods

Processing

method Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

Area under

ROC curve

Conventional 100% 61.9% 67.3% 0.973

Reference
subtraction

100% 81.0% 83.7% 0.917

Alternate

sequential

subtraction

100% 100% 100% 1.0

FIGURE 1. (Top) Study showing accumulation of activity that
3 observers identified on conventional scintigraphy as a bleed.
One observer thought the bleed to originate in small bowel;
another observer, in ascending colon; and a third observer, in
cecum. (Bottom) Alternate sequential subtraction scintigraphy
demonstrates that activity remains constant over time (indi-
cated by absence of activity), neither increasing in intensity (no
additional bleeding) nor moving within bowel. Activity most
likely represents a vessel consistent with prominent superficial
vasculature.

FIGURE 2. Study showing accumulation of activity super-
imposed over blood vessels on early conventional scintigrams
(top). This finding may be viewed as a normal variant or tor-
tuosity. Alternate sequential subtraction scintigraphy (bottom)
clearly shows presence and location of bleed site.
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diagnostic outcome of true-positive studies than for the
diagnostic outcome of true-negative (P , 0.001), false-
positive (P 5 0.002), or false-negative (P 5 0.039) studies.
Alternate sequential subtraction demonstrated a signifi-
cantly higher mean contribution to interpretive confidence
for true-negative studies than for true-positive (P 5 0.002)
or false-positive (P 5 0.043) studies. These results further
support the proposition that reference subtraction plays an
important role in identifying positive bleeding sites,
whereas alternate sequential subtraction plays a more im-
portant role in confirming the normality of findings. Again,
these observations are noted despite the fact that observer
1 uniformly attributed 0% to reference subtraction and
alternate sequential subtraction.

CONCLUSION

The specificity of 99mTc-red blood cells has been re-
ported to be poor because of the increased number of false-
positive studies (8). False-positive studies can be reduced
by using alternate sequential subtraction in conjunction
with conventional scintigraphy in the interpretive process.
Specificity can be improved by limiting the use of reference
subtraction to bleed localization. Sensitivity might be im-
proved by putting more emphasis on the concordance of
positive findings between alternate sequential subtraction
and reference subtraction. 99mTc-red blood cell scintigra-
phy should be performed to provide a protracted period of
imaging. Both reference subtraction and alternate sequential
subtraction can be used to improve the target-to-background

ratio and improve diagnostic efficacy. Alternate sequential
subtraction provides a superior interpretive tool in the clin-
ical environment.
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